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Markets continue to slowly work themselves higher as we have essentially
recovered from the correction earlier this year. Even though the headlines
show that major market indices are only up or down approximately 1% for
the year to date, rising bond yields and commodity prices are providing the
catalysts to keep preservation and growth strategies on track.
The key to any strong preservation mandate is to avoid pitfalls, which
sounds easy enough, but being able to predict when and where they lie is far
more difficult. However, there are sign posts. One such sign post is the
current trend of economic data; while those indicators remain robust, they
look to be flattening out, i.e. no longer growing.
Now, some of you might be thinking to yourself that last week I mentioned
there was a lot to be excited about, given the current trend of economic
data. There is, but the data is telling me that bond yields are going
substantially higher over the next couple of years, and that I can take
advantage of that by holding senior secured loans and very short-term rate
reset fixed income. The pitfall is, this same data is signaling me to avoid the
more over-valued Investment Grade and High Yield corporate bonds.
I am not suggesting that we sell all our fixed income holdings, but rather that
the gains those assets have made in a declining interest rate environment
be compounded within similar fixed income assets that can better take
advantage of rising interest rates. Such as bank loans and other secured
lending assets.
Another key economic data point that I am paying attention to is the New
York Federal Reserve Bank’s underlying inflation gauge. While headline
Consumer Price Index (CPI) is suggesting that inflation is only a touch above
2% currently, the underlying data is showing a much higher 3.2% figure.
Throughout history the New York Fed’s gauge has been an excellent
forecasting tool, suggesting to me that while headline CPI might still be
relatively low, it is going higher.
The positive headlines of accelerating wage growth along with industrial and
manufacturing demand for materials exceeding supply are not only creating
talk of a resurgence of inflation, they are also providing legs to the
commodity price cycle. By being in front of this persistent theme and not
focusing on the short-term distraction such as the 10-year treasury bonds
breaking above the 3% yield mark, allows us to take advantage of the
volatility that is created.
The underlying data is quite positive, suggesting that any recession is still at
least a year away, possibly longer. Therefore, when others are fixated on 3%
10-year bond yields triggering a recession, we will be focused on taking
advantage of that noise to benefit from rising commodity prices for the next
year or two.
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Last week a theme that I suggested was starting to take hold, was that of a
rotation back towards Canada’s more oversold / under-owned energy sector.
While I still believe that to be fundamentally true, and would continue to
increase specific energy assets, there is more to a commodity cycle than just
energy.
With the proliferation of actively managed ETFs, we can now hold gold, copper,
agricultural commodities etc.… in either an all-inclusive diverse basket, or a
single commodity Exchange Traded Fund. The method in which we take
advantage of rising commodity prices will vary for everyone, depending on time
frame and risk tolerances. Similar to what I wrote last week, the economic
data and resulting market noise are telling me that we could benefit from
rising commodity prices in a variety of ways.
Market rotations take time and are a process, so as we head into the slower
summer markets, it is my belief that using that time to add the right
commodity based holding will be very rewarding.
Please feel free to share my commentary as I am always looking to work with
new people.
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TODAY’S STOCK WATCH
S&P/ TSX Composite
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